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One Bag Wonders

01 Coffee Table - Elliot Hasse

The goal for the table was to find a light, unfinished wood to compliment the concrete top. 
I decided on oak hardwood to build out the base.

TABLES



02 Sculptural Coffee Table         

     -Conor Coghlan

The two-inch thick saddle-shaped shell, also known as 
a hyperbolic paraboloid, is an extremely strong yet light 
structure making it perfect for use around the home.



The inspiration for my idea is based on how 
I’ve always loved the look of nature (tree trunk) 
being used for furniture.

03 Faux Bois Side Table             

    -Brady Mitchell          



This maple, concrete and steel piece was 
my test subject, and really my first attempt at 
using concrete in my work. 

04 Mixed Media Table                    

     -Shaun Bird         



UNIQUE

07 Cake Stand & Trivet    

    -Leilani Carrasco  
       

06 Pencil Holder    

    -Elizabeth Park         

05 Bookends    

    -Steph & Vicki         



LIGHTING

08 Floating Lamp

  -Pat Soriano         

This was a lamp I designed in a furniture class that 
was inspired by Earth’s bright core, vast forests and 
endless mountain ranges. 



The lamp shade and base are custom 
formed from QUIKRETE® and connected 
by a metal pipe body. The final touch is 
a vintage style light bulb and cloth wiring 
to finish off the design.

09 Pipe Lamp

  -Seth Hunt         



10 Charging Nightstand        

& Fitted Lamp

   -Bobby Linn

 

               
For my project I decided to do a rustic modern 
nightstand/charging station with a cool color 
combination, so I used three different pigments.



11 Lamp of the Sea

    -Maria Mier         

I wanted a lamp but at the same time I wanted 
a piece of art and have multiple purposes.



With two traffic cones, a lamp kit and electric/USB 
outlet, I made a lamp that makes charging phones/
tablets more convenient.

12 Outlet/USB Lamp               

     -ML Klein

       



13 Rocket Lamp                

    -David Cantu

       

This project was inspired by the cloud lamps 
that are all around Pinterest and Arnout Meijer 
Studio’s minimalist launch desk lamp.



OUTDOORS

14 Fire Pit - Lyle Janicek
       For the rock fire pits I utilized plastic containers of two different sizes, cooking spray, one bag of QUIKRETE®, 
       non-flammable cobble rocks, a metal dish stacker and two gel fire fuel containers. 
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15 Wine Table               

    -Mark Hanson

       
This was the first time I made a concrete 
counter top. I designed this little table with 
a space where wine bottle candle holders 
are held in the middle to add some visual 
interest.



16 Bird Bath             

-Jen Ashwell

       

I gathered everything to make this bird 
bath from around my garden shed and 
gave it to my sister as a present. 



17 Bench - Sean Rubino
        This is a bench with formed dovetail legs and a single board seat with pins to match the dovetails.



We wanted a unique look for our backyard path so we found a concrete mold online in 
three sizes for stepping stones in the shape of cut logs.

18 Faux Bois Stepping Stones               

    -Tamara Cutler

       



19 Patio Table               

    -Dale Herrmann

       

I’ve wanted to make this for awhile and this 
was the perfect time. I started with just this 
old pallet that I had saved. 



VISONARY

20 Driftwood Candle Holder - Warren Ness
         I wanted to create a piece of functional art that would keep the concrete the main focal point.



21 Woven Mat              

     -Ananda

The geometric, modular design offers 
lots of creative variations to play with.



22 Candle Holder              

     -Maria Mier

       

Circular clock shaped candle holder with 
decorative tea lights.



23 Toilet Tank Sink - Mike Moyer
         I used one bag of QUIKRETE® to make a “toilet tank top sink.” When you flush the 
         toilet, the fill water is re-routed to a faucet (don’t worry, it’s perfectly clean).

1st Place 
WINNER



24 Wine Rack               

    -Lyle Janicek

       

Portable wine racks. Not only do they hold 
and store wine, but they can be used in a 
variety of ways. 



25 Dog Bowl - Mark Mangapora
        The objective of this project was to replace a cheap, faux wrought iron dog bowl holder with 
 something durable, solid, and modern.



26 Desk Chair - Mariano Garcia
         I had an amazing experience creating this project and it can be recreated by anyone with ease. 
         What makes my chair unique is its functionality, customization and use of materials.
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27 Trivets    

     -Mark Mangapora  
       

The clean lines of the form yet heaviness of the concrete 
compliment our minimalist and industrial style kitchen.



28 Headphones Stand - Dave Sandison
        Headphones stand that fits small and XL headphones. Smaller headphones can fit on the two inch maple solid rod 
        in front & larger headphones can fit on the very top, but also if you have two pairs they can both fit as well.



29 Reflexology Mat    

    -Malik Tiedt         

30 Beer Keg Tap    

    -Christopher Barker  
       

31 Laptop Stand    

    -Dom Tucci        
28 Headphones Stand - Dave Sandison
        Headphones stand that fits small and XL headphones. Smaller headphones can fit on the two inch maple solid rod 
        in front & larger headphones can fit on the very top, but also if you have two pairs they can both fit as well.

UNIQUE



32 Two-Tone Planters    

    -James Zerkel         

33 Concrete Shoes    

    -Krizia Flores         

31 Leaf Sculptures    

    -Pat Ferris        
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www.quikrete.com www.pavestone.com

PAVESTONE® is a leading manufacturer 
of commercial and residential pavers, 
retaining walls, patio stones and edging for 
landscape design.

www.custombuildingproducts.com

Custom® Building Products is the leading 
provider of tile and stone setting systems 
to contractors, architects, designers, 
distributors and homeowners.

QUIKRETE® is the leading producer of 
packaged concrete and related materials 
for building, repair and home improvment 
markets.


